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Abstract

Background: Predicting patient specific risk of fracture in femurs with metastatic tu-

mors and the need for surgical intervention are of major clinical importance. Recent patient-

specific high-order finite element methods (p-FEMs) based on CT-scans demonstrated ac-

curate results for healthy femurs, so that their application to metastatic affected femurs is

considered herein.

Methods: Radiographs of fresh frozen proximal femurs specimens from donors that died

of cancer were examined, and seven pairs with metastatic tumor identified. These were CT-

scanned, instrumented by strain-gauges and loaded in stance position at three inclination

angles. Finally the femurs were loaded until fracture that usually occurred at the neck.

Histopathology was performed to determine whether metastatic tumors are present at frac-

tured surfaces. Following each experiment p-FE models were created based on the CT-scans

mimicking the mechanical experiments. The predicted displacements, strains and yield loads

were compared to experimental observations.

Results: The predicted strains and displacements showed an excellent agreement with

the experimental observations with a linear regression slope of 0.95 and a coefficient of re-

gression R2 = 0.967. A good correlation was obtained between the predicted yield load and

the experimental observed yield, with a linear regression slope of 0.80 and a coefficient of
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regression R2 = 0.78.

Discussion: CT-based patient-specific p-FE models of femurs with real metastatic tu-

mors were demonstrated to predict the mechanical response very well. A simplified yield

criterion based on the computation of principal strains was also demonstrated to predict the

yield force in most of the cases, especially for femurs that failed at small loads. In view

of the limited capabilities to predict risk of fracture in femurs with metastatic tumors used

nowadays, the p-FE methodology validated herein may be very valuable in making clinical

decisions.
Keywords: Metastatic tumors, p-FEMs, femur

1. Introduction1

One third to one half of all cancers (especially breast, prostate, renal, thyroid, and lung2

cancer) metastasize to bones [3], which in turn leads to pathologic fractures or symptoms3

severe enough to require treatment in 30-50% of these cases [9]. Currently, to assess the4

fracture risk in patient with skeletal metastasis clinicians use the Mirels’ criterion or rely5

on their past clinical experience. The Mirels’ criterion is however not very specific (91%6

sensitive, 35% specific) [18, 4] and results in unnecessary internal fixation procedures in two7

thirds of the patients.8

In recent years more accurate methods based on computed tomography (CT) have been9

suggested to predict the risk of fracture that take into consideration both the patient specific10

geometrical description and the spatial distribution of material properties in bones with11

metastases (especially lytic types). These include the CT based structural rigidly analysis12

(CTRA) that is mainly applicable to shaft regions [21, 19] and CT based finite element13

methods (FEMs) [13, 14, 22, 15, 23, 5]. A summary of past FE investigations for human14

femurs with realistic/simulated metastatic tumors is given in Table 1.15

Most past studies that use FEMs for the assessment of fractures risk in femurs with16

metastases are limited because they are “validated” by healthy bones with artificially created17

defects that do not well represent actual metastatic tumors.18

Metastases are associated with major trabecular bone loss before cortical bone loss and19
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Reference # of femurs Kind of test

Keyak et al. [13] 12 shafts (death=cancer) 4PB

Keyak at al. [14] 44 femurs (8 with metastases) Compression

Spruijt et al. [22] 22 healthy shafts Torsion

Tanck et al. [23] 12 healthy femurs Compression

Deriks et al. [5] 20 healthy pairs Compression

Reference Defects description Comments

Keyak et al. [13] Realistic FE+Exp on femur shafts

Keyak at al. [14] Realistic FE+Exp on proximal femurs

Spruijt et al. [22] Transcortical hole subtrochanteric region FE+Exp on shafts

Tanck et al. [23] Drilled FE+Exp on proximal femurs

Deriks et al. [5] Drilled FE+Exp on proximal femurs

Table 1: Summary of past FE simulations validated by experiments on human femurs with realistic/simulated

tumors.

a considerable percentage of these tumors are mixed blastic-lytic ones. In addition, the20

borders between tumor and non-tumor affected areas usually do not have sharp boundaries.21

In this respect we cite [13], “...we found that femoral shafts with hemispheric burr holes do not22

accurately simulate the force versus displacement behavior of shafts with metastatic lesions.”23

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the only previous study that considers FEMs of fresh24

frozen proximal femurs with real metastases that are validated by experimental observations25

is [14]. In that pioneering study eight femurs with metastatic tumors, out of 44 femurs26

altogether, are considered for the determination of the fracture load. In [14] the authors27

had to artificially alter the material properties of the bone tissue in the FE analysis on28

a “calibration cohort” of 18 femurs, 4 of which are with metastases (by comparing FEM29

fracture loads to the ones in experiments) to enable a better prediction of subsequent 2630

femurs (4 with a metastasis). In spite of the fact that fracture occurrence is based on stress31

and/or strain criteria, none of the previous publications on the topic report on any validation32
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procedure for these quantities. Finally, none of these past publications performed histological33

analyses of the fractured bones to determine the type of metastases and whether the presence34

of a tumor influenced the fracture location.35

Leveraging the success of predicting the mechanical response of intact femurs with very36

high accuracy by high-order FEMs [27, 31, 25, 26], we extend the developed methods to37

femurs with metastatic tumors. There are four novelties in the present study: a) A large38

cohort of femurs with realistic metastatic tumors (fourteen femurs from seven donors) is39

considered; b) A variety of metastatic tumors representing several different types of cancers40

are investigated; c) A detailed and thorough investigation of the femur’s mechanical response41

(displacements and strains are validated); d) Pathological examination of the fracture surface42

to identify whether metastases are present and the precise tumor type.43

We aim to provide rigorous evidence that patient-specific high-order FEMs are accurate44

and reliable to be used as a decision support system by orthopedic surgeons, especially in45

complex situations of femurs with metastatic tumors.46

2. Materials and Methods47

Fourteen fresh-frozen human femurs (7 pairs denoted by FFM1-FFM7) with proximal48

metastatic tumors were chosen by an experienced orthopedic physician based on radiographs49

(see Figure 1) and cause of death. Donor details are summarized in Table 2. These50

femurs underwent mechanical experiments after they were defrosted, cleaned of soft tissues51

and degreased with ethanol. The proximal femur (∼ 250 mm from the top of the head)52

was fixed into a cylindrical metallic sleeve by PMMA, immersed in water and CT-scanned53

with K2HPO4 calibration phantoms. A Phillips Brilliance 64 CT axial scan without overlap54

(Einhoven, Netherlands - 120-140 kVp, 250 mAs, 0.75 - 1.5 mm slice thickness) was used with55

pixel size of 0.2-0.7 mm. Thirteen uniaxial strain gauges (SGs) (Vishay CEA-06-062UR-350)56

were bonded to the surface of each femur at the typical locations shown in Figure 2. Details57

on the procedure are available in [31].58
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Donor Label Age (Years) Height [m] Weight [Kg] Gender Cause of Death

FFM1 77 1.80 50 Male Lung Cancer

FFM2 74 1.50 45 Female Colon Cancer

FFM3 55 1.75 73 Male Pancreatic Cancer

FFM4 79 1.62 55 Female Breast Cancer

FFM5 76 1.60 50 Female Renal Cell Cancer

FFM6 71 1.90 84 Male Prostate Cancer

FFM7 75 1.62 41 Female Cervical Cancer

Table 2: Donor details.

2.1. In-vitro experiments59

Mechanical experiments were conducted on each pair (right and left femurs) on the day60

of defrosting in a configuration that mimics a simple stance position (see Figure 3). The61

femurs were loaded through their head by a flat plate (on a 1-cm diameter circular surface)62

and clamped at the distal part. Loading was applied at three different inclination angles63

(0◦, 7◦ and 15◦), see Figure 3. Most of the experiments were performed with a Shimadzu64

AG-IC machine (Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto Japan) having a load cell of 20kN (precision65

of ±0.5%). Strains, forces and vertical and horizontal displacements of the head (Uz and66

Ux) were recorded by a Vishay 7000 data-logger. To confirm repeatability, each loading was67

repeated two to six times at a rate of 5 mm
min

. The linear elastic response was checked for each68

SG at each loading and inclination by a linear regressions analysis. Experimental results69

beyond 150 N (pre-load) were analyzed: the average slope (∆strain/∆F ) of each SG was70

calculated and normalized to 1000 N for comparison with the FE results. The same procedure71

was followed for the displacements.72

After the completion of the mechanical experiments each femur was loaded in the 15◦
73

configuration at a rate of 1000 mm
min

to fracture. The force, displacements and strains were74

recorded to monitor the instance of “yielding”, i.e. when the mechanical response deviates75

from linearity. Yielding is based on the three SGs closest to the fracture, and is defined as76
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Figure 1: Radiograph images of femurs with suspected tumors (pointed to by arrows).

the force at which a 5% slope deviation in the linear force-strain slope is noticed in the first77

SG. The lower limit for yielding is defined at the instance of departure of the force-strain78

curve from linearity (see Figure 4). The ultimate force was defined as the force at fracture79

(highest force recorded). The fracture initiation location is determined from videos taken80

during the experiments but the exact location can not always be detectable.81

After fracture the proximal femurs were refrozen until histopathology examination at82
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Figure 2: Typical SGs locations.

Figure 3: Typical experiments at three inclination angles.

which time they were sequentially thawed, fixed, decalcified, embedded and sectioned. His-83

tological examination was done by a bone pathologist.84

2.2. FE analyses85

Finite element analyses mimicking the experimental procedure were performed to deter-86

mine whether they can predict the mechanical response and the instance of fracture initiation87

compared to the experimental observations. The QCT-based high-order FE models were88

semi-automatically constructed following the methods detailed in [27, 31]. Pixel sizes for the89

scanned femurs are summarized in Table 3.90

The FE femur models were verified and validated by experimental observations on fresh91

frozen healthy femurs, see e.g. [26]. The FE model construction is briefly described herein.92

All DICoM (Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine) format QCT scans were au-93
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Figure 4: Typical graph for determining yield load.

Femur Label FFM1R FFM2R FFM3R FFM4R FFM5R FFM6R FFM7R

Pixel Size (mm) 0.2373 0.2392 0.1953 0.1953 0.2461 0.2314 0.1953

Femur Label FFM1L FFM2L FFM3L FFM4L FFM5L FFM6L FFM7L

Pixel Size (mm) 0.2119 0.2441 0.1953 0.1953 0.2353 0.2561 0.2617

Table 3: CT pixel size for each femur.

tomatically manipulated by in-house Matlab programs. The proximal femur bone’s axis was94

aligned with the z axis. Since no exact Hounsfield Units (HU) exist that distinguish between95

the cortical and trabecular bone we associated values of HU> 475 (ρash > 0.486 g/cm3) with96

the cortical bone and values of HU≤ 475 to trabecular bone according to [1, 6, 8, 2]. CT97

data was manipulated by a 3-D smoothing algorithm that generates clouds of points each98

representing the femur’s exterior, interface and interior boundaries. These clouds of points99

were imported into the CAD package SolidWorks1 that generated a surface representation100

of the femur and subsequently a solid model. The resulting 3D solid was imported into a101

high-order FE code where a tetrahedral FE mesh was created and mesh refined at areas of102

interest. The entire algorithm (QCT to FE model) is schematically illustrated in Figure 5.103

1A CAD (computer-aided design) program developed by Dassault Systems SolidWorks Corp.
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Figure 5: Schematic flowchart describing the generation of the p-FE model from QCT scans. a - Typical

CT-slice, b. - Contour identification, c. - Smoothing boundary points, d. - Points cloud representing the

bone surface, e. - Bone surface, f. - p-FE mesh and g. - Material evaluation from CT data.

High-order FEMs (p-FEMs) were chosen because of their many advantages over their104

classical FEMs counterparts: numerical convergence is considerably faster, p-FEMs allow105

functional variation of the material properties within each element, the FEs may be large106

and be by far more distorted and yet produce considerable faster convergence rates. In107

addition, p-FEMs accurately represent the bone’s smooth surfaces.108

2.2.1. Assignment of material properties to FE models109

Inhomogeneous isotropic material properties were assigned to the FE model at 512 Gauss110

points within each tetrahedral element. Although anisotropic material properties are known111

to better represent the bone tissue (see [24, 16] and references therein), for the stance position112

loading isotropic approximation has shown to approximate femur’s mechanical response well.113

Most of the suspected tumors were not visualized in the CT images or did not have a114
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well defined boundary. Therefore, the tumors were assigned the same material properties115

(according to their mineral bone density) as any other bone tissue in the FE model. This116

methodology has already been identified as appropriate in [14]: “It is important that these117

relationships be applicable to bone with and without metastases because it is difficult to reliably118

identify specific areas of metastatic involvement in a bone. Therefore, instead of applying119

different mechanical property relationships to areas with and without metastatic involvement,120

the relationships presented here can be applied universally throughout. The levels of precision121

and accuracy achieved in this study indicate that this methodology was successful and shows122

the robustness of this modeling method.”123

K2HPO4 liquid phantoms [17] were placed near each femur while immersed in water124

during the CT scan. These phantoms were used to correlate the known mineral density and125

HUs:126

ρK2HP O4 [gr/cm3] = 10−3 × (0.8072 × HU − 1.6) (1)

The ash density ρash is determined based on recent empirical connections [20], using the127

connection between hydroxyapetite and K2HPO4 phantoms [7]:128

ρash [gr/cm3] = 0.877 × 1.21 × ρK2HP O4 + 0.08 (2)

The relation reported in [11] includes specimens with a wide density range (0.092 < ρash <129

1.22 [g/cm3]) while the relation reported in [12] was obtained using ash densities < 0.3 [g/cm3].130

The ρash threshold between cortical and trabecular tissues is unclear, however all the pix-131

els having HU number larger than 475 are considered cortical bone. HU=475 leads to132

ρash = 0.486 using (1) and (2) based on previous publications [29, 31, 10]. Thus, the following133

relations were used to determine Young’s modulus from ρash:134

Ecort = 10200 × ρ2.01
ash [MPa], ρash ≥ 0.486 (3)

Etrab = 2398 [MPa], 0.3 < ρash < 0.486 (4)

Etrab = 33900 × ρ2.2
ash [MPa], ρash ≤ 0.3 (5)
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Young’s modulus at the transition area between cortical and trabecular bone tissue ( 0.3 <135

ρash < 0.486) was set to E = 2398 [MPa], based on the data reported in the literature.136

Poisson ratio was set to ν = 0.3.137

2.2.2. Boundary conditions and post-processing of FE results138

To mimic the experimental setup, a compression force of 1000 N was applied on a planar139

circular area (10mm diameter) at the superior surface of the femoral head (see Figure 6) at140

the respective angles (0◦, 7◦ and 15◦). The FE models for all specimens were fully constrained141

at the distal part of the shaft. Since femurs undergo linear mechanical response under small142

strains, only linear analyses were performed. The creation of each model took approximately143

two hours and their solution about eight hours on average.144

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Boundary conditions on the FE models (a)0◦ (b) 7◦ (c) 15◦.

The p-FE models were solved by increasing the polynomial degree until convergence in145

energy norm was observed (all models had an error in energy norm of < 10%). Thereafter,146

verification of convergence was performed to all strains and displacement at the regions147

of interest. In case of poor local convergence, a local refinement and a new analysis was148

performed.149

The average strain along element edges was extracted from FE results since it best repre-150

sents the average strain surface recorded by the SGs. Displacements were extracted at nodes.151

Because uni-axial SGs were used in all experiments, the FE strain component was considered152

in the direction coinciding with the SG direction, which usually were aligned along the local153
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principal strain directions (E1 or E3). If the SG was found not to align with the principal154

strain, a local axis system was positioned and the value was extracted relatively to the new155

system.156

The predictability of the finite element analyses was examined by comparing the FEA157

results with the experimental observations. Statistical analysis is based on a standard linear158

regression, where a perfect correlation is evident by a unit slope, a zero intercept and a unit159

R2 (linear correlation coefficient). The results are shown also in a Bland-Altman error plot160

((EXP − FE), EXP −F E
2 ). The mean error and the absolute mean error values were also161

calculated:162

Mean Error = 100
N

ΣN
i=1(Exp(i) − FE(i))/Exp(i) [%] (6)

163

Mean absolute Error = 100
N

ΣN
i=1

∣∣∣(Exp(i) − FE(i))/Exp(i)

∣∣∣ [%] (7)

Predicting yield force: A simplified yield strain criterion, previously shown to predict the164

yield of healthy fresh frozen femurs reasonably well in [29], was used herein to estimate the165

yield of the cancer affected femurs. This criterion estimates the yield initiation to occur166

at the location where the largest principal strain (by a linear elastic analysis) on bone’s167

surface reaches a critical value of 7300 µstrains in tension or -10400 µstrains in compression168

(reported in [2]). The principal strains on femur’s surface were computed for an applied169

1000 N . The ratio between the critical strain in tension (respectively compression) to the170

maximum (respectively minimum) computed principal strain times 1000 N was determined as171

the predicted yield force. Because pointwise values of FE strains may contain large numerical172

errors, we used instead an averaged value along a part of an element edge adjacent to the173

maximum strain location.174

3. Results175

3.1. Experimental results176

Strains and displacements recorded during the mechanical tests showed a linear relation-177

ship with the applied load (excluding the fracture experiments) as shown by a typical example178
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Figure 7: Typical strain gauge response for the three angles (FFM5R-SG10).

in Figure 7. A non-typical response was noticed for the FFM2 pair, i.e. an increase in strains179

with an increase in the femoral inclination angle. This response was not previously noted180

in any of our prior experiments on 31 femoral specimens. Therefore the FFM2 results were181

excluded with the belief that they represented an experimental error.182

Following the elastic experiments, all fourteen femurs were loaded to failure at an inclined183

angle of 15 degrees while their response was monitored (one femur, FFM4L was accidentally184

fractured at 7◦). Except for the two femurs FFM1R and FFM1L that did not break after185

applying 12,000 N, all other femurs broke at much lower loads. On FFM1R and FFM1L186

the applied displacement on femurs head was maintained for 8-13 seconds during which the187

femurs broke suddenly showing a creep-like phenomenon. Details are provided in [28]. A188

summary of the fracture experiments is given in Table 4. Most of the femurs showed a small189

plastic deformation before fracturing (yield loads were smaller than fracture loads).190

Figure 8 presents the fracture patterns in the femurs. Figure 9 presents the applied force191

vis. measured strain at the SG closest to the failure location and head’s displacement until192

fracture.193
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Figure 8: Fracture patterns in femurs.

All fractured surfaces underwent histopathology examination and in 8 of the 14 femurs194

metastatic tumors were found (Figure 10).195
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Figure 9: Fracture experiment (a) strains and (b) vertical head displacement measurements for all femurs.
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Deviation Deviation Ultimate Fracture Location Tumor

from from 5% Force [N] Type of fracture on fracture

Femur # linearity [N] linearity [N] initiation surface

FFM1R 11800 11800 >12000 T UNHJ Lytic Adenocarcinoma

near fracture surface

FFM1L 10300 11500 >12000 T Upper middle neck Lytic Adenocarcinoma

FFM2R 3650 3950 4000 U Upper middle head None

FFM2L 1650 1650 1700 T UNHJ None

FFM3R 7500 8200 10150 T UN None

FFM3L 8600 9000 9700 T UN None

FFM4R 5600 5600 5600 T UN Lytic Breast Cancer

FFM4L 3650 3650 3800 T UNHJ (7◦) Lytic Breast Cancer

FFM5R 3800 4200 4550 T UNHJ Lytic Renal Cell Cancer

FFM5L 3400 4200 4500 T UNHJ Lytic Renal Cell Cancer

FFM6R 3200 3200 3400 T Proximal part,under Blastic Prostate Cancer

greater trochanter

FFM6L 7800 8400 9100 U Upper middle head Blastic Prostate Cancer

FFM7R 4100 4600 5300 U UN None

FFM7L 3000 3700 4670 T UNHJ None
T = Tension, U = Unknown, UN = Upper neck, UNHJ = Upper neck-head junction.

Table 4: Fracture experiments summary.
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Figure 10: FFM1 = Metastases in both bones. FFM1R near fracture surface, FFM1L on fracture surface.

FFM4 = Metastases on fracture surfaces. FFM5 = Metastases on fracture surfaces. FFM6 = Metastases on

fracture surface. FFM2 = No metastases extreme osteoporosis. FFM3, FFM7 = No metastases.

3.2. Mechanical response: FE results compared to experimental observations196

The principal strain E3 at 1000 N computed for the fourteen femurs at 0o is shown in197

Figure 11.198

The relative error in energy norm converged to less than 10% at p = 8 for all load199

cases in all femurs, and the displacements and strains at the points of interest converged200

within 1% error between p = 7 and p = 8. The correspondence between the FE results and201

experimental observations for each femur excluding FFM2 is summarized in Table 5, including202

the statistical measures. A linear regression and Bland-Altman error plots that compare the203

FE and experimental results(64 displacement measurements and 420 strain measurements),204

are shown in Figure 12 and 13.205
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Figure 11: Principal strain E3 at 1000 N load computed by p-FE analyses for the fourteen femurs at 0o

inclination (colors not at same scales for all models).
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Bone (label) Linear Correlation R2 Mean error (%) Mean absolute error (%)

FFM1R FE= 1.059 × EXP+2.96 0.982 -4 14

FFM1L FE=0.956 × EXP-9.30 0.976 -2 13

FFM3R FE=0.935 × EXP-2.79 0.951 0 14

FFM3L FE=1.016 × EXP-0.68 0.981 -5 14

FFM4R FE=0.917 × EXP+33.05 0.981 -1 15

FFM4L FE=1.038 × EXP+34.86 0.980 -12 15

FFM5R FE=0.997 × EXP+16.35 0.992 -2 14

FFM5L FE=0.926 × EXP-19.74 0.990 -9 8

FFM6R FE=0.838 × EXP-51.53 0.952 9 19

FFM6L FE=0.960 × EXP-0.70 0.982 -2 12

FFM7R FE=1.096 × EXP-153.0 0.946 -13 23

FFM7L FE=0.950 × EXP-103.3 0.980 13 16

All FE=0.949 × EXP-25 0.957 -0.8 14.8

Table 5: Summary of statistical measures for the biomechanical response of the individual femurs.
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Figure 12: Linear correlation for all biomechanical data excluding FFM2 (strains and displacements on

femurs’ boundaries).
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Figure 13: Bland-Altman error plot for all biomechanical data excluding FFM2 (strains and displacements

on femurs’ boundaries).
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3.3. Prediction of fracture load and location206

Table 6 summarizes the yield load predicted by the FE analysis as compared to the207

estimated yield load and the ultimate load in the experiment. The correspondence between208

the yield location predicted by the FE analysis and the fracture location in the experiment209

is also marked: 4 denote a FE analysis that predicts yield at the same location as fracture210

initiation is observed in experiment, 6 denotes a disagreement between the FE predicted211

yield and fracture locations and P denotes a fracture of the head beneath the loading plate212

that was not modeled properly in the FE analysis.213

FFM 1R 1L 2R 2L 3R 3L 4R 4L 5R 5L 6R 6L 7R 7L

5% EXP 11800 11500 3950 1650 8200 9000 5600 3650 4200 4200 3200 8400 4800 3700

FE 5620 5510 3100 1250 6600 5600 4110 2920 4700 2810 3650 7400 3730 3800

Exp Ult >12000 >12000 4000 1700 10150 9700 5550 3800 4550 4500 3400 9100 5300 4700

Location 6 4 P 4 4 4 6 4 4 6 4 P 6 4

Table 6: Yield load in experiments, estimated by the FE analysis and the ultimate load in experiments ([N]).

Figures 14 and 15 show the linear regression of the yield load predicted by the FEA and214

estimated in the experiments, and the associated Bland-Altman graph. In these graphs the215

FFM1 femurs are excluded because they fractured at a very high load in a creep-like mode.216

4. Discussion217

When presented with a patient with a metastatic long bone tumor the physician must218

make several clinical decisions. These are dependent on the projected treatment response219

of the lesion, the mechanical strength of the affected bone and the patient’s estimated life220

expectancy. If the tumor is deemed possibly responsive to treatment, then its strength may be221

expected either not to deteriorate or even to increase. On this basis the physician must decide222

either to allow the patient normal activities, advise protected ambulation, or to strengthen223

the bone with a surgical implant. Reliable patient specific criteria for determining the bone224

strength of a bone with a metastatic lesion are not currently available to the physician.225

The current study was designed to see if a patient specific tool with these abilities could be226

developed.227
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Figure 14: Linear correlation for yield load excluding FFM1.

Figure 15: Bland-Altman error plot for yield load excluding FFM1.

The use of patient specific CT-based p-FEA to predict the biomechanical response of228

healthy femurs has been demonstrated to provide excellent results [30, 26]. Leveraging on229

this capability, a natural question was raised whether CT-based p-FEA may be applied with230
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the same success to femurs with metastatic tumors. To the best of our knowledge, this is the231

first work that investigates the mechanical response of femurs with actual metastatic tumors.232

Femurs with metastatic tumors are of major concern due to the risk of spontaneous233

pathological fractures, that may occur during activities of daily living. For this reason, we234

considered loads that were applied to the femoral head that mimic stance position. We235

performed mechanical experiments and FE analyses on a large cohort of fourteen femurs236

suspected to contain metastatic tumors. This is the largest cohort of such femurs among237

previous publications on the topic: in [23, 5] ten femurs (healthy with holes that mimic238

metastatic tumors) were considered, and in [13] twelve femurs with metastatic tumors were239

considered.240

The predicted strains and displacements showed an excellent agreement with the exper-241

imental observations with a linear regression slope of 0.95 and a coefficient of regression R2
242

= 0.967. In the analysis of the mechanical response the pair of femurs FFM2 was excluded243

because of an unusual experimental response that can be attributed to experimental errors.244

Altogether 420 strains and 64 displacements from twelve femurs were analyzed.245

Since most of the suspected tumors were not recognized in the CT images or did not have246

a well defined boundary, the same density-material properties relations as any other bone247

tissue was assigned to them in the FE model (as in [14]). These results suggest that there is248

no need for a special tumor E-ρash relationship since the effect of metastases is accounted for249

due to density changes. Even though most of the tumors were not visible in the CT scans,250

the FE models provided good results. This implies that CT based p-FEMs are capable of251

predicting the mechanical response of femurs without knowledge of tumor’s presence or tumor252

specifically representation. The wide diversity of tumor (blastic, lytic and mixed) and cancer253

types involved in this work contributed to the reliability of the proposed methodology.254

The results also emphasized that drilling holes in healthy femurs to mimic metastatic255

tumors, as reported in several past publications, may not well represent actual metastatic256

tumors in bones.257

Our FE predictions were considerably better for strains than for displacements. This258

is because we clamped the distal part of the femur in the FE analysis so that the FE dis-259
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placements were smaller compared to the ones measured in the experiment where the bone’s260

distal part was embedded into PMMA and had some elastic displacement (this observa-261

tion was confirmed by other FEA and experiments lately performed by the authors). The262

Bland-Altman plot in Figure 13 shows that the mean is unbiased, and 95% of the computed263

strains are within ±500µstrain of the measured ones within the range ±3000µstrains. The264

mean (6) and absolute mean (7) errors for the overall results (excluding FFM2) are -1%265

and 14.8%, respectively. The differences between the predicted and measured strains and266

displacements are considered low compared with past studies, especially for the fresh frozen267

femurs in this work that were affected by malignant tumors. In general, the FE predictions268

provided slightly smaller values than the measured ones, implying that the femur FE models269

are slightly stiffer compared to the actual femurs, possibly because of the weakened femurs270

due to the metastatic tumors.271

Regarding the prediction of the risk of bone yielding (a non-reversible damage accumu-272

lated in the bone tissue), all past publications that use FEA for the determination of fracture273

onset in femurs with metastases based their predictions on some sort of stress-criterion. How-274

ever, the use of FE stresses necessitates first ensuring that the computed stresses are accurate275

and correlated to in-vitro experiments before being used to determine any fracture instance.276

To the best of our understanding, past FE stresses were not compared to any experimental ob-277

servations to demonstrate their validity. Furthermore, there is no evidence that stress-based278

fracture criterion (usually the von-Mises yield criterion) are appropriate for bone tissue.279

In this research, we used a simplified yield strain criterion [29] to estimate the yield of280

the cancer affected femurs. Excluding the pair of femurs FFM1R and FFM1L, that fractured281

under a creep phenomenon after applying over 12000 N, we demonstrated a good correlation282

between the predicted yield load and the experimental observed yield, with a linear regression283

slope of 0.80 and a coefficient of regression R2 = 0.78. In almost all cases the predicted yield284

load was lower compared to the experiment, demonstrating the conservative prediction (i.e.285

should the criterion be used in clinical practice, the yield is predicted before the femur yields).286

Notice that yield load almost coincides with the ultimate load for femurs that fractured287
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at relatively low loads, and that the FE predictions for these cases are relatively accurate.288

This is of great clinical importance because only for these femurs is it important to accurately289

predict the risk of yielding, whereas there is no biomechanical concern for femurs that have290

large predicted yield loads.291

In eight of the fourteen femurs the fracture surface passed through the metastatic tumor292

or very close to it. The metastatic tumor in seven out of the eight femurs was confined to293

the cancellous portion of the femur and not in the cortex. Pathology results showed that294

metastases to the bone have a significant influence on the fracture location, no matter what295

type of tumors (lytic or blastic) or type of cancer is present. The only femur that had a296

clearly demonstrated large tumor in the cortex (FFM6R), was clearly identified by the FE297

analysis to fail at the location of the tumor. For this case the FE predicted yielding load298

was 14% beyond the experimental yield load and 7% beyond the experimental fracture load.299

Although the FE analysis over-estimated the yield load, a very good yield prediction was300

noticed even for these highly compromised femurs.301

Although the experimental yield forces were within a broad range (1700 to 10000 [N])302

the predicted yield force were reasonably accurate, and for the low yield forces (less than303

6000 [N]) a very good prediction was obtained. These results for a simple linear model as304

presented here are satisfactory for clinical usage. The predicted locations are accurate in 8305

out of 14 fracture locations. Two (FFM2R and FFM6L) of the unsuccessful predictions were306

due to a fracture occurring in the middle of the head, close to the load application by the307

flat machine punch. Since FE models in the vicinity of the load did not mimic precisely the308

experimental setting (load was applied instead of a constant displacement on a flat surface),309

it is not surprising that these fracture patterns were not accurately predicted.310

Analysis of the specific tumors at the fracture surfaces: FFM1, FFM4 and FFM5 showed311

lytic and FFM6 showed blastic tumors in their fracture surfaces, being probably a significant312

factor in the location of the fractures. FFM6R fractured through a significant tumor located313

under the greater trochanter suggesting that cortical involvement of the tumor plays an314

important role in the fracture site and load. When comparing to FFM6L, one may observe315

that metastasis in FFM6R was considerably more aggressive (this is visible in the X-rays316
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images and in the CT scans) significantly affecting its bearing capacity. Lytic metastases317

of adenocarcinoma2 tumors were found in the two FFM1 femurs. It was found close to the318

fracture surface of the right FFM1 femur, and on the fracture surface in the left FFM1 femur.319

In the right side the tumor was much smaller. FFM1 femurs showed no reduction in their320

bearing capacity due to the presence of tumors, but the fracture location was affected.321

One may observe that the fracture force of FFM2L is considerably lower than the other322

thirteen femurs. This is a consequence of extreme osteoporosis in the femur. On the other323

hand, the relatively large head displacement of FFM2L may indicate that the bone suffered324

significant plastic deformation until fracture. In these femurs the predicted yield load is325

20-25% lower compared to the experiments. Although such predictions may be considered326

adequate for clinical applications, further investigation is planned to address such osteoporotic327

bones.328

There are several limitations to the present study: a) A single and simplified stance po-329

sition loading was applied (at three different inclination angles). More loading conditions330

will be applied in future studies. b) The bone tissue is inhomogeneous orthotropic or trans-331

versely isotropic and the application of inhomogeneous isotropic material properties in the332

FE simulations is a simplification of the reality. For a more complex state of loading, more333

realistic material properties would probably result in a better correlation with the in-vitro334

experiments. c) More sophisticated yield laws for the bone tissue, with parameters that can335

be measured by clinical procedures are lacking. These should be developed to include also336

the influence of the type of metastatic tumor on the yield law.337

This study shows that the FEM method previously validated to estimate the strength338

of the proximal femur can also be used for estimations when metastatic lesions are present.339

For the method to be used as a clinical tool, further development is necessary. The time for340

creating the FE model and the processing time need to be automated and shortened. The341

technique has to be validated for additional bone anatomical sites and other clinical situations342

2Metastases of cancer from a glandular tissue.
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such as fractures. The economic cost for the service has to be delivered at a reasonable price.343

Additional, adapting it to a hand held communication device would make use of the method344

convenient to the clinician.345
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